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“
HAVING WON THE TEAMS’ TITLE IN THE INAUGURAL FIA FORMULA E CHAMPIONSHIP, RENAULT E.DAMS

RETURNS FOR ITS SECOND CAMPAIGN IN 2015/16 WITH ONE GOAL: TO SECURE BOTH THE TEAMS’ AND DRIVERS’

TITLES, CELEBRATING THEIR RENEWED PARTNERSHIP WITH RENAULT WHO, THIS YEAR, HAVE SUPPLIED THE

ALL-NEW ELECTRIC POWERTRAIN THAT HAS BEEN DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE TEAM BY RENAULT

SPORT F1.

ALAIN PROST

“I think we’re looking good this year. Everyone
will have to bring the level of performance,
organisation, discipline just a little bit higher this
season. Obviously last season was the first
season and year of learning for all of the teams
using the same cars. So this year is going to be
tough, especially with all the new technology. We
don’t know where we will be strong or not as
strong so consistency is really key. However,
with such a strong backing from Renault and
their wealth of experience will be a real help.
Hopefully we can really fight for both titles this
season.”

JEAN-PAUL DRIOT

“We definitely need to up our game this year as
I think all the other teams have stepped up and
are looking very competitive. I’m quite confident
following testing in Donington. Our package that
has been developed by Renault seems to be
really strong thanks to its profound knowledge
and experience in electric systems - and the
performance has already been proven during
pre-season testing. But we really need to
concentrate because, although last year we
secured the Teams’ title, this year is really about
pushing what we know to the limits.”

CYRIL ABITEBOUL
RENAULT SPORT F1 MANAGING
DIRECTOR 

“Renault has a long history of embracing innovation
in competitive motorsport. Our operations base
in Viry-Châtillon has produced some of the most
evocative and successful technology ever seen
on track, including the 1970s Formula 1 turbo
engine and V10 and V8 power plants that dominated
F1 in the ’90s and 2000s.

“Ahead of Formula E’s second season, Viry’s full
experience and expertise is being applied with
one aim – to continue in the spirit of adventure
and innovation, mirroring the success enjoyed in
other motorsport disciplines.”
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Ahead of the inaugural Formula E season two of the biggest names in French

motorsport, four-time Formula 1 World Champion and Renault ambassador Alain

Prost and championship-winning DAMS founder Jean-Paul Driot, got together to create

an all-new team for the FIA Formula E Championship. And together with the support
of the French manufacturing giant, Renault e.dams was born.

Alain Prost’s legendary duels with Ayrton Senna have become the stuff of racing folklore. With

51 grands prix victories and 106 podium finishes he is acknowledged as one of the most talented

and successful men to race in Formula 1. His accomplishments behind the wheel have been based

on far more than raw pace; many of his grand prix triumphs came through comprehensively

out-thinking the opposition. Indeed, during his time in F1 he was nicknamed ‘The Professor’ for

his rational approach to the sport, and it is this attention to detail – as well as his global recognition

– that he brings to the Renault e.dams Formula E team.

Leading DAMS since its formation in 1988, Jean-Paul Driot has steered them to a clutch of
international championships, most notably in the GP2 Series, and its predecessor F3000, as well

as the Formula Renault 3.5 Series. Having announced that DAMS will enter the highly competitive

GP3 series in 2016, he hopes to continue with this success in the junior category. But perhaps his

greatest achievement has been uncovering and nurturing young talent. Driot has been instrumental

in the career development of several racing stars, placing his faith and the DAMS team’s support

behind the likes of Romain Grosjean, Kevin Magnussen and Carlos Sainz on their ascent to Formula 1. 

When the time came to get involved with the ground-breaking FIA Formula E Championship, Prost

and Driot immediately joined forces to field an entry in the fully electric single-seater series. 

Both Renault e.dams co-founders share the same passion for motor racing, while also remaining

fully aware of the necessity to adopt a more sustainable and environmentally friendly approach

to the sport. 

Their philosophy is exactly what convinced Renault to get involved in Formula E. A world leader
in all-electric mobility with its ground-breaking Z.E range, the French constructor realised the
innovative series potential and seized the opportunity to demonstrate their expertise on an

international platform. With practical experience in both the technical and sporting sides, Renault

has become one of eight Formula E manufacturers, supplying e.dams their own, new-for-2015
powertrain developed at the Renault Sport F1 factory in Viry-Châtillon.

Having renowned motorsport figures like Prost, Driot, and Renault involved in the championship

has also proved to be a major asset for Formula E, which showcases a new breed of racing cars

and fosters the development of innovative solutions relevant for road cars of the future.

SENIOR 
MANAGEMENT
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“Entering the second season of Formula E as reigning Teams’ champions gives

us a solid base. We have a good squad of engineers and drivers and, with further

involvement from Renault this year, we’re really aiming for more success in

Formula E. At this point we’re confident, but not too confident.”

ALAIN PROST

“Winning the Teams’ crown was really a question of knowing motor racing

well, being organised and having a good team. Eager to build on that inaugural

success, we’re delighted to see Renault’s increased involvement for this year,

too. Their technical expertise combined with a a successful maiden campaign

together means that our main aim is to seal both titles in 2015/16.”

JEAN-PAUL DRIOT

“Continuing Renault’s spirit of adventure and innovation, and mirroring the

success enjoyed in other motorsport disciplines start with harnessing synergies

between our motorsport disciplines. Through our F1 power unit we have

developed a range of competences in electrical technology that will only be

furthered by running in Formula E. In this way, and others, we hope to realise

the full potential of Renault across all our competitive activities.”

CYRIL ABITEBOUL
RENAULT SPORT F1 MANAGING DIRECTOR

TEAM OWNERS Alain Prost • Jean-Paul Driot

RENAULT FORMULA E PROJECT LEADER Vincent Gaillardot

TEAM MANAGER Caroline Grifnee

TECHNICAL AND LOGISTICS MANAGER Sebastien Frere

MARKETING MANAGERS Frederic Garcia • Anne-Charlotte Remy

PRESS OFFICER Amy Easton

ADMINISTRATION MANAGER Emmanuelle Miceli

TEAM STRUCTURE
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Born in Saint-Chamond, France, 34-year-old Nicolas Prost has enjoyed a prolific

career in motor racing having competed in some of the world’s top single-seater

and sportscar championships. 

Although a relative latecomer to the sport, Prost began his career in Formula Campus

in 2003 after graduating from Columbia College in New York. He continued in the

series in 2004, before entering the French Formula Renault 2.0 Championship with

Graff Racing. He then joined Racing Engineering for their 2006 Spanish Formula

Three Championship campaign where he won a race and scored six additional

podiums, earning him the rookie title.

Then, in 2008, he stepped up to the Euroseries 3000 category and won the title

after displaying a remarkable level of consistency throughout the 16-race season.

That trait would prove vital to Nico’s full-time endurance racing switch a year later

where fast, mistake-free driving is essential. 

Competing for the Anglo-Swiss Rebellion Racing team, Nico has gone on to contest

the world-famous Le Mans 24 Hours on seven occasions, recording a best finish of

fourth in 2012 and ‘14. He has also enjoyed success in the FIA World Endurance

Championship, Le Mans Series and Intercontinental Le Mans Cup.

Between 2012 and ‘13 Prost dovetailed his endurance racing commitments with his

test driver role at the Lotus-Renault Formula One team where he carried out

significant levels of development work aboard the squad’s grand prix-winning cars.

A true jack-of-all-trades Nico joined Renault e.dams to take part in the inaugural FIA

Formula E Championship and secured the first-ever pole position at the series inaugural

event in Beijing. The Frenchman went on to claim a second consecutive pole at

Putrajaya, his first Formula E podium in Argentina and his maiden win at the Miami

ePrix. After posting the fastest lap during the Long Beach contest, he is the only

driver to have scored points at every single round. For season two, Nico aims to

have another charge at the title using his speed and consistency. 

“I’m delighted to be remaining with Renault e.dams for this year’s FIA Formula E

Championship. It’s important to stay in the same team for the sake of continuity.

Everyone knows each other well and it’s much easier to work with the same guys

and in the same environment. It’ll be exciting to see what we can achieve this year,

especially with the new powertrain from Renault and a promising first run at Donington.”

NICO PROST

THE DRIVERS

nico_prost

Nicolas-Prost

nicoprost 1 1



At only 26 years old, Sebastien Buemi has enjoyed a fantastic career thus far having

raced at the pinnacle of single-seater and sportscar competition. The Swiss driver

started racing competitively in karting aged eight and steadily climbed the European

motorsport ladder. In 2004 he was picked up by Red Bull after graduating to single-

seaters and shining in Formula BMW. 

He maintained that momentum in Formula Three, A1GP and Formula Renault

Eurocup 2.0 en route to the GP2 Series, Formula One’s official feeder category.

Then, in early 2009, Scuderia Toro Rosso confirmed that Buemi would be one of its

drivers for the upcoming Formula 1 season. The Swiss wasted no time making a

strong impression by securing his maiden championship points on debut in Melbourne. 

He went on to complete three full seasons with the Faenza-based outfit and

contested a total of 55 grands prix. This year he has also been retained as Red Bull

Racing’s Reserve Driver for the fifth time.

In 2012 Sebastien drove alongside Briton Anthony Davidson and Stéphane Sarrazin

in the blue riband Le Mans 24 Hours with Toyota Motorsport GmbH. The following

year he continued with the team for a full FIA World Endurance Championship season,

and was crowned Drivers’ Champion with team-mate Davidson in 2014 with four

wins and seven podiums from the eight races.

Buemi demonstrated his versatility and skill during the inaugural FIA Formula E

Championship campaign with Renault e.dams. Claiming three wins, as many pole

positions, two further podiums and one fastest lap, the Swiss ended his season second

in the Drivers’ standings. This year, Sebastien looks to go one better, while also helping

Renault e.dams to successfully defend their Teams’ title. 

“I’m so pleased that I’ll be working with the guys at Renault e.dams again because

we all get on so well. The team is a little bigger than last year with Renault being on

board but having a big manufacturer like that only strengthens the team. After our

promising performance testing things are looking good, but it’s too early to say

what will happen during the season. Let’s see!.”

SEBASTIEN BUEMI

Sebastien_buemi

SebastienBuemi

sebastien_buemi 1 3



Ranking amongst some of the most innovative companies in the world, Renault is at the forefront

of the electric automotive sector with vehicles such as its Z.E. range, as well as the iconic ZOE

and Twizy. And thanks to its motorsport commitments and unique racing pedigree in a range of

categories, the French carmaker is also helping to foster the move towards more sustainable

racing. 

Recognising its potential, Renault jumped at the opportunity to be involved in the FIA’s all-electric

championship as soon as it was announced in 2011. Travelling to some of the world’s most famous

cities, Formula E’s ethos fits in perfectly with the French manufacturer’s environmental strategy.

In keeping with its identity as a pioneer, Renault has made the most of the championship as

an international platform in order to showcase its proficiency and expertise in electric systems.

With innovation and excellence etched into Renault’s DNA, it was only natural that the manufacturer

would support Alain Prost and Jean-Paul Driot’s bold venture into the world’s first fully electric

competition.

Renault has been directly involved in Formula E’s development since 2014, contributing on both

technical and sporting matters. 

Renault’s commitment to the sport has equally portrayed its readiness to apply the technological

progress to all-electric vehicles in general, boost engine performance and improve battery

autonomy. 

For the 2015/16 season Renault has increased its involvement with reigning Teams’ title-holders,

Renault e.dams. Producing its own powertrain, Renault has exclusively devoted its technical

expertise to the team, which is determined to continue fighting at the front and has both the Drivers’

and Teams’ titles in its sights for season two. The cutting-edge technologies developed by Renault

Sport for Formula E could subsequently benefit the constructor’s Z.E. range of road-going cars. 

It was appointed Formula E’s Official Technical Partner, with Renault Sport Technologies

overseeing all systems integration as well as supervising powertrain electrical safety and

performance optimisation on the 200kW Spark-Renault SRT_01Es.

Renault also served as a partner to the Renault e.dams squad, which went on to win the

inaugural 2014/2015 FIA Formula E Teams’ championship.

RENAULT 
AT THE FOREFRONT OF 
ALL-ELECTRIC MOTORSPORT
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FROM THE RACETRACK TO THE ROAD 

OUR PARTICIPATION IN FORMULA E: 
A BOOST FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR ELECTRIC

RANGE OF ROAD-GOING VEHICLES



From its first ever win during the 1899 Paris-Trouville race to its 12 Formula 1 Constructors’ World

Championships; through rallying, endurance racing and various junior categories, Renault has

played a vital role on the motorsport scene for nearly 120 years. For the French constructor, the

FIA Formula E Championship offers a fantastic opportunity to develop the most advanced

technologies, as well as creating links between their racing programmes and road-going vehicles.

Motorsport’s ability to unite fans, customers and collaborators, as well as create excitement,

boost brand awareness and ignite passion make it quite unique. And it’s global; Formula 1 travels

to around 20 countries across five continents, Formula E travels to some of the world’s most

iconic cities, junior categories, like World Series by Renault, have been the proving ground of past,

present and future talents like Jacques Laffite, Alain Prost, Kimi Räikkönen, Lewis Hamilton, Sebastian

Vettel, Romain Grosjean, Daniel Ricciardo and Carlos Sainz. 

Company founder Louis Renault was well aware of how sporting exploits could shape brand image.

In the early years of the 20th century, Automobiles Renault claimed a string of grand prix victories.

Although European motorsport was put stopped at the outbreak of the First World War, Renault’s

dedication to racing still continued and saw them return before too long. In the 1920s motorsport

was dominated by the impressive Renault 40CV, which claimed its first victory in the 1925 Monte-

Carlo Rally and went on to break many a racetrack speed record. After the Second World War,

Renault refocused production on more compact cars with smaller engines, but even these models

would achieve illustrious sporting honours. The Renault 4CV proved immensely successful, as

did its successor, the Dauphine. Then the Renault 8 Gordini opened a new dimension that would

take Renault to the pinnacles of motorsport.

In 1958, Amédée Gordini was recruited to design high performance vehicles for Renault. One of

his creations, the iconic R8 Gordini, quickly became the symbol for success for an entire generation

of drivers by performing equally well on a rally stage, hill climb and on track. In 1966 the first

Renault 8 Gordini Cup was launched – the prelude to future one-make championships. A new

factory was opened on February 6 1969 in Viry-Châtillon, which soon became Renault’s base for

its motor racing success in years to come. The Renault R12 Gordini engines were first used in the

inaugural Formula Renault Championship, which took place in 1971.

Two years later, Renault took a majority stake in small French constructor Alpine, with whom it

had enjoyed close links for many years. In 1973 the Alpine A110, known as “Berlinette”, enjoyed

much success by winning the inaugural World Rally Championship. 

RENAULT’S HISTORY 
IN MOTORSPORT
OVER 100 YEARS OF 
CHALLENGES AND INNOVATION 

In the same year Renault concentrated on its 2-litre V6 engine, which after proving itself in the

European 2-litre sportscar series, was developed as a turbocharged version that entered the then

the FIA Sportscar Championship.

When Renault Sport F1 was officially founded, in 1976, it decided to make the move into single-

seaters by entering their turbocharged engine into the pinnacle of motor racing and challenge the

top Formula 1 teams at the time. While the option to develop turbo technologies had been available

for many years, nobody had dared pursue it. And so, using its past experience, Renault quietly

began testing with a 1.5-litre version of the 1976 turbo, making their debut as an F1 team the

following year. 

Meanwhile, Renualt’s success in other disciplines continued with Didier Pironi and Jean-Pierre Jaussaud

claiming victory at the 1978 Le Mans 24 Hours with the turbocharged V6 Alpine-Renault A442B. 

Renault’s illustrious history was being made. Claiming its first Formula 1 victory at the 1979

French Grand Prix, Renault would go on to win no fewer than 15 grands prix throughout the early

Eighties and finish second in the 1983 championship with Alain Prost, who also claimed second in

the Drivers’ standings, before closing the works’ outfit at the end of the ’85 season. As Renault

brought it’s first stint in Formula 1 to a close, their bold move into turbo engines proved a success.

As a result, every other team on the grid would gradually make the switch until turbocharged

engines were banned at the end of the 1988 season. 

Renault returned to Formula 1 in 1989 in partnership with Williams. Its brilliant normally-aspirated

V10 engines stood out amongst the competition and enabled the Grove-based team, and later

Benetton, to dominate the sport. Indeed, Renault engines were practically unbeatable from 1992

to 1997, winning six Constructors’ championship titles, 85 grands prix and five Drivers’ titles with

Nigel Mansell, Alain Prost, Michael Schumacher, Damon Hill and Jacques Villeneuve.

Renault returned to the sport in 2001 when it bought the Benetton team, which was officially

renamed Renault F1 Team in 2002. The rise of the new team coincided with the arrival of a certain

Fernando Alonso who went on to become Drivers’ world champion two years running (2005 and

2006), with the Renault F1 Team also securing the Constructors’ title in the same years.

Having decided to re-focus on their activity as engine suppliers, Renault then powered the Red

Bull Racing team to world championship glory, winning the Constructors’ Championship in 2010,

2011, 2012 and 2013, as well as the Drivers’ title in the hands of Sebastian Vettel who became the

youngest four-time world champion in the history of Formula 1.

1 7
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AFTER 38 YEARS COMPETING AT THE PINNACLE OF MOTOR RACING, RENAULT’S

IMPRESSIVE FORMULA 1 PEDIGREE HAS SEEN THE FRENCH MANUFACTURER RACK

UP AN IMPRESSIVE LIST OF ACHIEVEMENTS: 

Always looking for a fresh challenge, Renault jumped at the chance to be involved

in the FIA Formula E Championship from the outset. A partnership with the

experienced e.dams squad saw the pairing claim the first-ever Teams’ Championship.

For the second season of the all-electric series, Renault’s increased involvement

sees the Le Mans-based squad working closely with Renault Sport, benefitting

from Viry-Châtillon’s experience, where the Renault Z.E.15 powertrain has been

developed. 

CONSTRUCTORS’ CHAMPIONSHIPS

DRIVERS’ CHAMPIONSHIPS

GRAND PRIX WINS

ALL-TIME RECORD OF POLE POSITIONS 

 

12

11

165

213

Motorsport is an essential part of Renault’s DNA. Given its

unique racing pedigree and leading expertise in electric

vehicles, it was then only natural for the constructor to become

heavily involved in this new all-electric series. After winning the

inaugural FIA Formula E Teams’ title, we’re convinced that stepping up

our participation will further boost the development of our electric

range of road-going vehicles this season.

MICHAEL VAN DER SANDE
SVP GLOBAL MARKETING, RENAULT GROUP

“
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e.dams is the electric incarnation of multiple title-winning

outfit, DAMS, which was founded in 1988 by Jean-Paul Driot

and former Ferrari F1 driver and seven-time grand prix winner,

René Arnoux. After over 25 years spent competing in a

number of different categories, the Le Mans-based squad are

regarded as one of Europe’s most successful and prestigious

teams. Indeed, since clinching its first Teams’ crown in the

1989 F3000 Championship, the French outfit have racked up

a total of 10 titles.

DAMS has been successfully contesting Formula 1’s official

feeder category – the GP2 Series (previously F3000) – since

its inaugural season in 2005, leading Romain Grosjean (2011),

Davide Valsecchi (2012), and Jolyon Palmer (2014) to Drivers’

titles. Also competing in the Formula Renault 3.5 Series for

the past four seasons, the squad can also boast back-to-back

Teams’ and Drivers’ titles with Kevin Magnussen (2013) and

Carlos Sainz (2014). For 2016, DAMS will enter the highly

competitive GP3 Series, determined to build upon its success

in other single-seater championships. 

In addition to their open-wheel accolades DAMS also have a

vast amount of experience in endurance racing, having over-

seen factory Le Mans programmes for General Motors and

American manufacturer Panoz. The team also clinched

consecutive Formula Le Mans titles in 2009/10.

DAMS, in collaboration with four-time Formula 1 World

Champion and Renault ambassador Alain Prost, created

Renault e.dams and joined the new-for-2014 FIA Formula E

Championship for its inaugural season with experienced racers

Nicolas Prost and Sebastien Buemi. With four race wins, five

pole positions and two fastest laps to its name, the Renault

e.dams squad certainly made an impression in its maiden

Formula E campaign. The 2015/16 season sees the Teams’

title-holders return to the all-electric series, with the

technological support of French manufacturer Renault, with

the same driver line-up and renewed ambitions to defend

their Teams’ crown as well as claim the Drivers’ championship.

ABOUT RENAULT E.DAMS
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MAJOR HONOURS – RENAULT E.DAMS
FIA FORMULA E TEAMS’ CHAMPIONSHIP (2014/2015)
RACE WINS IN FIA FORMULA E

MAJOR HONOURS – DAMS 
GP2 SERIES DRIVERS’ CHAMPIONSHIPS WITH HAAS F1 TEAM ACE ROMAIN GROSJEAN (2011), 
DAVIDE VALSECCHI (2012), AND LOTUS F1 TEAM RESERVE DRIVER JOLYON PALMER (2014)
GP2 SERIES TEAMS’ CHAMPIONSHIPS (2012, 2014)
RACE WINS IN THE GP2 SERIES
FORMULA RENAULT 3.5 SERIES DRIVERS’ CHAMPIONSHIPS WITH MCLAREN-HONDA 
RESERVE DRIVER KEVIN MAGNUSSEN (2013) AND TORO ROSSO RACER CARLOS SAINZ (2014)
FORMULA RENAULT 3.5 SERIES TEAMS’ CHAMPIONSHIPS (2013, 2014)
RACE WINS IN THE FORMULA RENAULT 3.5 SERIES
FIA F3000 DRIVERS’ CHAMPIONSHIPS (1990, 1993, 1994)
FIA F3000 TEAMS’ CHAMPIONSHIPS (1989, 1990, 1993, 1994)
RACE WINS IN THE FIA F3000
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POWERTRAIN
Season two will again feature 10 teams that are

essentially the same as in the first season. However,

2015/2016 sees the introduction of eight manufacturers,

selected by the FIA, who are allowed to develop new

powertrains, specifically the e-motor, inverter, gearbox

and cooling system. Among them is Renault, with the

French constructor providing exclusively Renault

e.dams with is own Z.E.15 powertrain, which has been

developed by Renault Sport at Viry and is the result of

many years of expertise in electric systems.  

BATTERY
Williams Advanced Engineering is the sole supplier of

batteries for the FIA Formula E Championship. The

maximum power output of the batteries will increase

to 170kW during each race in season two of the

Championship, which is 30% more power than they

were initially designed for.

CHASSIS
Italian firm Dallara, who boast more than 40 years'

motorsport experience, have constructed the Spark

Renault SRT_01E monocoque chassis. Made from

carbon fibre and honeycomb aluminium, the chassis

is both super lightweight and incredibly strong and

fully complies with the latest FIA crash tests.

DIMENSIONS
Overall length: 5000mm (max)
Overall width: 1800mm (max)
Overall height: 1250mm (max)
Track width: 1300mm (min)
Ride Height: 75mm (max)
Minimum weight (inc. driver): 
888kg (each battery 360kg)

WHEELS & TYRES
Bespoke 18-inch treaded Michelin tyres for use on

both wet and dry surfaces. The idea of this is to bring

the racing tyre closer to road tyres and, similar to the

tyres on a road car, that don’t get changed when it

goes from dry to wet. With an 18-inch tyre you are

able to have a larger contact area and so less

deformation. For each race event, each driver is

supplied with four new front tyres and four new rear

tyres, plus one front and one rear tyre from the previous

event.

Championship specific wheel dimensions:
O.Z. Racing Magnesium rims

Max width front: 
260mm / rear 305mm

Max Diameter: 
front 650mm / rear 690mm

CHAMPIONSHIP 
REGULATIONS
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CHAMPIONSHIP
The FIA Formula E Championship will consist of both

a Drivers and a Teams' championship. Points accumulated

at all races now count to the overall classification in

both categories.

DRIVERS
The FIA Formula E championship has decided to

implement a limit of two driver changes per race

number for the second season. What’s more, no

changes will be permitted for the final three races

except in cases of force majeure.

Super Pole
The five fastest drivers from qualifying will then contest

a single-lap Super Pole session to determine the top

five positions on the grid, while the maximum power

output in qualifying trim will be to 200kW.  

FanBoost
Fan Boost has been revamped ahead of Formula E’s

second championship. Voting will open 12 days prior

to the event while fans will also be able to cast their

ballot in real-time until six minutes into the race. The

voting will again be possible on the official Formula E

website and app, as well as on Facebook, Twitter and

Instagram using the relevant hashtags. The three

most popular drivers will get an extra 100kJ of

energy that can only be used after swapping car

mid-race. 

PIT STOPS/CAR CHANGES
During races, drivers must make one mandatory

pit stop in order to change cars. This must take

place in their box and be observed by an FIA steward

to ensure all safety equipment is correctly applied. A

minimum time period (determined on the day) will

also be enforced. Tyre changes, unless a puncture,

are not permitted during this pit stop.

FULL COURSE YELLOW
The second Formula E season also sees the introduction

of a Full Course Yellow (FCY) system – similar to

those seen in other FIA championships and F1’s

Virtual Safety Car. Under the FCY regulations all drivers

must maintain the gap to the car in front and abide by

a 50kph speed limit, including in pitlane, which remains

open. 

POINTS 
Drivers will score points using the standard FIA system

of: 

1st = 25pts

2nd = 18pts

3th = 15pts

4th = 12pts

5th = 10pts

6th = 8pts

7th = 6pts

8th = 4pts

9th = 2pts 

10th = 1pt.

Three points will be awarded to the driver securing

pole position, whilst the driver setting the fastest lap

receives two points. 

TESTING
Teams/drivers have six official pre-season test days

and one in-season test. All pre-season testing takes

place at Donington Park with the venue for the in-

season test to be announced shortly. 

LICENCE
New changes have been made to the e-Licence system

for 2015/2016 and will be mandatory for any driver

wanting to participate. In order to qualify for an e-

Licence the following will be required:

• A specific FIA training session regarding the most

important points of the electrical safety, technical

and sporting regulations of the competition. 

•  To have accumulated in the previous three years at

least 20 points of the FIA points system used to qualify

to the F1 Super Licence, or to have previously been

holding an F1 Super Licence, or to have participated in

at least three races of the previous FIA Formula E

Championship.

• A driver judged by the FIA to have consistently

demonstrated outstanding ability in single-seater

formula cars, but with no opportunity to qualify

under any of the requirements above. 

CAR CHARGING
Car charging is only forbidden during qualifying and

the race, together with their respective Parc Ferme

periods. Charging can take place during non-qualifying

(practice) periods.
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TECHNICAL INSIGHT FROM 
RENAULT SPORT

ON REAR SUSPENSION
“FIA technical regulations decree that we have a
pushrod-operated rear suspension with independent
double wishbones. That way we can attach the
spring-damper assemblies to the gearbox housing, as
is often used on single-seaters. However, unlike
Formula One, sophisticated development of the
dampers is not allowed in an effort to keep costs low
and ensure the series continues to focus its development
on the electric powertrains and not the chassis.”

ON THE NUMBER OF MOTORS AND GEAR RATIOS
“We use one motor linked to one gearbox whose
number of ratios shall remain confidential since
improving efficiency is a major performance factor
in Formula E. That’s part of the challenge.”

ON TOP-END SPEED AND ACCELERATION
“Top-end speed derives from the regulations, which set
the maximum power allocation and defines the car’s
aerodynamics, as well as from circuit layouts. Current
top speeds reach around 215kph and, when using the
170kW permitted in race trim, the car can go from 0 to
100kph in 4 seconds flat.”

ON TEMPERATURES AND COOLING SYSTEMS
“There are actually two distinct cooling systems on
the car: one for the battery and the other for the
motor. These two elements require different
temperatures to achieve the maximum potential.
Temperature has a massive impact on the efficiency
of the electric powertrain, so the dimensions of each
cooling system are vital to the performance of the
car.”

ON ENERGY CONSUMPTION AT EACH CIRCUIT
“Since the amount of energy available during the race
is already set (28kW/h from the battery + the energy
recovered under braking), it’s important to carry out
simulations for each circuit. Thus, we can gauge
consumption over a lap in terms of both acceleration
and energy recovery under braking. Once we know
these two figures we can start fine-tuning the following
settings:

1. Downforce level, because the car’s aerodynamic
drag (Cχ) has an impact on consumption, just like with
a combustion engine. 

2. Energy management also called ‘coasting’, with the
driver coming off the throttle in a straight line to
reduce power. Again, this is a situation you also
encounter with combustion and hybrid engines when
there is a restriction on fossil (fuel) or electric (bat-
tery) energy.” 

ON THE BATTERY
“A specific charger has been developed for the battery
used in Formula E so we can charge it in one hour, which
is the time gap between the end of qualifying and the
pre-grid procedures taking place before the race. Such
a device requires an industrial 128Amp three-phase
electric grid.” 

Renault Sport’s Formula E Project Manager, Vincent Gaillardot, talks us through some of the key elements
that make up the Renault Z.E.15.

“



As the world’s first fully-electric racing series, the FIA Formula E championship is a ground-breaking

single-seater championship. The inaugural season kicked off in Beijing in September 2014 with 10

teams, each with two drivers, taking on the challenge of racing on unique, temporary city centre

circuits. 

Formula E represents an innovative vision of motorsport and a framework for the R&D of electric

vehicles and pioneering technology. As such, the series was created to attract a new generation

of motorsport fans with exciting racing in dynamic locations. 

The 2014/15 season was a huge success, and put on a real show for the fans, with both the

Drivers’ and Teams’ titles being decided at the thrilling series finale in London. The second cham-

pionship campaign promises to be even more competitive, operating as an open championship

and allowing teams and manufacturers to showcase their technical prowess, focussing their efforts

on the development of their own powertrain.

ABOUT THE 
CHAMPIONSHIP
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24 OCTOBER 2015 – BEIJING, CHINA
2014/15 results:
Winner: Lucas di Grassi (ABT Schaeffler Audi Sport)
Pole: Nicolas Prost (Renault e.dams)
Sebastien result: DNF
Nicolas result: 12th

Fastest lap: Takuma Sato (Team Aguri), 1m45.101s

1

1

7 NOVEMBER 2015 – PUTRAJAYA, MALAYSIA

2014/15 results: 
Winner: Sam Bird (DS Virgin Racing)
Pole: Oriol Servia (Dragon Racing)
Sebastien result: 3rd

Nicolas result: 4th

Fastest lap: Jaime Alguersuari (DS Virgin Racing), 1m24.429s

2

19 DECEMBER 2015 – PUNTA DEL ESTE, URUGUAY

2014/15 results:
Winner: Sebastien Buemi (Renault e.dams)
Pole: Jean-Eric Vergne (Andretti)
Sebastien result: 1st

Nicolas result: 7th

Fastest lap: Daniel Abt (ABT Schaeffler Audi Sport), 1m18.451s

3

6 FEBRUARY 2016 – BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA

2014/15 results:
Winner: Antonio Felix da Costa (Team Aguri)
Pole: Sebastien Buemi (Renault e.dams)
Sebastien result: DNF
Nicolas result: 2nd

Fastest lap: Sam Bird (DS Virgin Racing), 1m11.540s

4

12 MARCH 2016 – PLACE TO BE CONFIRMED 

New ePrix

5

2 APRIL 2016 – LONG BEACH, USA

2014/15 results:
Winner: Nelson Piquet Jr. (NEXTEV TCR)
Pole: Daniel Abt (ABT Schaeffler Audi Sport)
Sebastien result: 4th

Nicolas result: 14th

Fastest lap: Nicolas Prost (Renault e.dams), 58.973s

6

23 APRIL 2016 – PARIS, FRANCE

New ePrix

7
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3

4

5

6

7
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CALENDAR
2015/2016

10

21 MAY 2016 – BERLIN, GERMANY
2014/15 results:
Winner: Jerome D’Ambrosio (Dragon Racing)
Pole: Jarno Trulli (Trulli)
Sebastien result: 2nd

Nicolas result: 10th

Fastest lap: Nelson Piquet Jr. (NEXTEV TCR), 1m24.435s

8

4 JUNE 2016 – MOSCOW, RUSSIA
2014/15 results:
Winner: Nelson Piquet Jr. (NEXTEV TCR)
Pole: Jean-Eric Vergne (Andretti)
Sebastien result: 9th

Nicolas result: 8th

Fastest lap: Sebastien Buemi (Renault e.dams), 1m11.679s

9

2/3 JULY 2016 – LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM
2014/15 results:
Winners:
Round 10: Sebastien Buemi (Renault e.dams)
Round 11: Sam Bird (DS Virgin Racing)
Pole:
Round 10: Sebastien Buemi (Renault e.dams)
Round 11: Stephane Sarrazin (Venturi)
Sebastien result:
Round 10: 1st

Round 11: 5th

Nicolas result:
Round 10: 7th

Round 11: 10th

Fastest laps:
Round 10: 
Lucas di Grassi (ABT Schaeffler Audi Sport), 1m28.229s
Round 11: Sam Bird (DS Virgin Racing), 1m26.790s

10

DRIVER

Nelson Piquet Jr.

Sebastien Buemi
Lucas di Grassi

Jerôme D’Ambrosio

Sam Bird

Nicolas Prost
Jean-Eric Vergne

Antonio 

Felix da Costa

Loïc Duval

Bruno Senna

POS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 

9
10

TEAMS

NEXTEV TCR

Renault e.dams
Audi Sport ABT

Dragon Racing

DS Virgin Racing

Renault e.dams
Amlin Andretti

Team Aguri

Dragon Racing

Mahindra Racing

R1

4

DNF
25

8

15

3
-

-

-

DNF

R2

DNF

15
18

10

25

15
-

4

-

0

R3

18

25
15

4

DNF

6
3

DNF

-

8

R4

15

DNF
DNF

0

8

18
8

25

-

10

R5

12

0
2

12

4

25
3

8

6

DNF

R6

25

12
15

8

DNF

2
18

6

2

10

R7

15

28
18

10

12

8
2

2

DNF

DNF

R8

14

18
EXC

25

4

1
6

0

15

0

R9

25

4
18

0

DNF

4
15

6

0

0

R10

10

28
14

18

8

6
15

-

4

0

R11

6

10
8

18

27

1
0

-

15

12

R12

144

143
133

113

103

88
70

51

42

40

2014/2015 FIA FORMULA E CHAMPIONSHIP – DRIVERS’ STANDINGS

POS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10

TEAMS

Renault e.dams
Dragon Racing

Audi Sport ABT

NEXTEV TCR

DS Virgin Racing

Amlin Andretti

Team Aguri

Mahindra Racing

Venturi

Trulli

R1

3
14

26

4

15

30

2

10

2

0

R2

30
16

19

0

29

0

4

8

0

0

R3

31
6

17

18

10

3

0

8

1

12

R4

21
2

0

15

20

8

25

10

5

0

R5

25
18

17

12

4

21

9

0

0

0

R6

14
10

18

25

4

18

6

10

1

0

R7

36
10

18

19

12

2

2

0

7

0

R8

19
40

0

14

4

6

0

0

18

5

R9

8
0

28

25

0

16

14

0

15

0

R10

34
22

14

12

8

15

0

0

1

0

R11

11
33

8

8

27

0

4

12

3

0

R12

232
171

165

152

133

119

66

58

53

17

2014/2015 FIA FORMULA E CHAMPIONSHIP – TEAMS’ STANDINGS

3 1

2014/2015 
A SUCCESSFUL SEASON FOR RENAULT E.DAMS

Already looking to the future 
Renault e.dams go into the second Formula E season as reigning Teams’ champions.
Nicolas, Sebastien and every member of the squad are eager to push even harder for
consistency, success and a stab at both titles in 2015/16. 



Founded in 1999, Richard Mille released its first timepiece in 2001 and

has since quickly risen to prominence as one of the world’s leading

luxury watchmakers. Based in the Swiss Jura, the brand prides itself

in cutting-edge technology and the pursuit of performance in extreme

conditions. It’s one of the reasons why a selection of the world’s top

athletes wears Richard Mille timepieces whilst in action. Among them

is Formula 1 driver and 11-time grand prix winner Felipe Massa, tennis

champion and 14-time grand slam winner Rafael Nadal and Olympic

gold medallist, Yohan Blake. Indeed, it was only natural that Richard

Mille would sponsor Renault e.dams given that both parties share a

passion for excellence and innovation in highly sophisticated and

competitive fields. 

Taking inspiration from the motorsport world and its ’70s heyday, 8Js is a

prêt-à-porter fashion brand for active men living in today’s world. Created

by Sacha Prost, brother to Nicolas and son of Alain, and his sister-in-law

Delphine, 8Js has its roots steeped in racing. As a family and team, its

priority is to preserve and perpetuate the ‘golden era’ of motor racing

through a menswear fashion line. As such 8Js is proud to partner the Renault

e.dams Formula E team, defining a timeless link between past icons and

future references. 

PHOTOS CREDITS

© Bernard ASSET
© Hadrien PICARD
© Renault Communication 
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